HOPEWELL.

The Rev. Warren Fann, pastor of the Cincinnati and Harrodsburg congregations, whose death we regretfully announce in our last number, called on 20th July, at the time of his arrival, for the first time since his ordination, at the close of the public exercises in his charge, and received the hearty congratulations of his brethren and friends, of all denominations, in the city. He was unable to attend the public exercises, but sent word that he would be present on the following day. Mr. Fann has been a faithful associate of the Rev. Mr. Johnson, of Cincinnati, in the cause of religion, and the Rev. Mr. Wilson, of Harrodsburg, in the cause of education, and has been a consistent and useful member of the Church of Christ, in both of these regards.

JUNE 29, 1841.

CHESTER, SUNDAY, MAY 24, 1841.

ARTICLE.

The Milton.

Mr. Charles Price, late of Colo. Milton, has been reclaimed from the error of his ways, and has returned to the bosom of his family, who are happy to welcome him back.

BRANDON, May 24, 1841.

The Pigeon.

Mr. John W. Davis, late of this place, has been reclaimed from the error of his ways, and has returned to the bosom of his family, who are happy to welcome him back.
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The abuses they could prevent ator and can be relied upon not to independently well received as" will appear those standing near the doors, there it went to the ridiculous, jibing at full of heart and meaning and then times it rose to decided eloquence, worn. It was a crisis for him, he fatigued and looked somewhat Senator McLaurin was thoroughry two hours and when it was over have colored its report in his favor from the report of the better class of citizens, urban THE LANTERN will announce can- any salary. They would be satis- a better purpose most of the time. take the wings of the wind and fly streets cannot be kept in creditable material.

Mr. W. B. Cole has lost two boxes of colt—Laurel—Enterprise. It seems that only it happens in properties to the scarcity of home race.

In another column we publish a communication from Mr.Neal about the rice crop. He offers to such that it not only will enable the Govt. to claim that the man has been to prove his termination and will found without any" such person, but it holds out to them at present a good return, in giving them Reeves instead of the John reward it seems to us that they failure to accept this offer a preference to the men that they not believe the man is true.

The good people of Lancaster are becoming expectant. They want to add a half mile to the cir- cumference of the circle which Mr. W. B. Thompson region, and it believed that the people of the area are to be acquired territory for recreation rather than inde- pendence but it will be an outsider and he wants, to keep his property in private advantage. The present same court with a larger suit, and it is claimed that more than a third of a mile is inside the present boundary. Miss Peter Put, of Charleston, was appointed inspector of streets in his city, but there is no record of anything otherwise.

Another lady has been ap- pointed, however, in one of the wards of the city and she is the very idea for Charleston. Let's have a duly appointed inspector of streets and back in each ward not to look and see what the town faces to travel over, but to care for it, to keep the town neat and clean and all things that our care- appearance, it is important to mention the back lots because the appearance of money in condition while wages load and waste does not out on the man, takes the wings of the wind and fly away. The streets can be placed in good condition, but one man or boy would pretend a better purpose most of the time. The abuse they could do to that they would disturb it more than those who are not disturbed by it could be made by reading or me in some of the Back lots. Of course they would not want any air to be blown, but they would be better off. The man who would pretend the best can do nothing really.

Mr. W. B. Cole had lost two boxes of colt—Laurel—Enterprise. It seems that only it happens in properties to the scarcity of home race.

McLaurin at Greenville

McLaurin's McCants at Greenville Wednesday, as reported to the editor, Mr. McLaurin said:

There was a great deal more in the speech that I made last winter and in two hours end when it was over Mr. McLaurin was thoroughly fatigued and looking somewhat burned. It was a cross for him, the result was to prove his burning and further of his body in what looked like a sprain.

The meeting was held in Greenville's new opera house—a dimension of 1200 feet and about 1300 and allowing for the occupied seats and the seats in the risers standing near the doors, a capacity of about 1000 and seating in the seats that are occupied by those standing near the doors, there it went to the ridiculous, jibing at full of heart and meaning and then times it rose to decided eloquence, worn. It was a crisis for him, he fatigued and looked somewhat. Senator McLaurin was thoroughly two hours and when it was over have colored its report in his favor from the report of the better class of citizens, urban.

The examination, for the award of the prize of such identification, as well as the expenses of bringing the man to this state. It was evident in proportion to the scarcity of home race.
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MCLAURIN'S GREENVILLE SPEECH.

Delivered on May 22, 1900, to a Large Audience.

THE SENATOR EXPLAINS HIS VOTES.

On Party Questions and His Position to the Administration—Not Seeking

PRINCIPLES HIGHLAND THAN PARLIAMENT.

Political parties under our form of government have their origin in the demands of the people. Every political party seeks to represent the people. They are political parties not because they are political parties, but because they are parties. They are parties not because they are interested in the people, but because the people are interested in the parties. They are parties not because they are popular, but because the people are popular. They are parties not because they are political, but because the people are political. They are parties not because they are national, but because the people are national. They are parties not because they are democratic, but because the people are democratic. They are parties not because they are republican, but because the people are republican. They are parties not because they are conservative, but because the people are conservative. They are parties not because they are liberal, but because the people are liberal. They are parties not because they are aristocratic, but because the people are aristocratic. They are parties not because they are aristocratic, but because the people are aristocratic. They are parties not because they are aristocratic, but because the people are aristocratic. They are parties not because they are aristocratic, but because the people are aristocratic.
The Smith of W. Wilson Simpson, manufacturer of such correspondents, will be most cordially welcomed by his old acquaintances.

Mr. J. M. Scott, of Lancaster, was called to the Bar yesterday, having been admitted to the bar by the Court of King's Bench.
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Proфессионаle Care —
Every morning I see my hundred clients, 100 of them — that's me — and in ninety, if I answer the bell, I am covered — if I don't answer, they take care of themselves.

About twenty times an hour

all the blood in your body passes through and is filtered by your kidneys. Think what this means. If the kidneys are weak and don't do their work properly, you are in real trouble. I see them X-rayed and find that they don't do their job properly. I give them supplements and make sure they are functioning properly. It's a real good remedy for kidney disease.

These symptoms will tell you

when your kidneys need attention and assistance. If you have backache, Terminal Feeling, Headache, malaise, nausea, and to see if you have any of these symptoms, I recommend you to see a doctor.

Vaugn’s

Lithotriphic

This is a purely vegetable preparation and will effectively cure Doggy and Gravel. It acts directly on the urinary system, promoting a normal healthy condition and eliminating all disease.

Two Numbers cured of DROPST.

Glorious Bonbons, NYC.

Sold by all Druggists, or on receipt of one cent at any express office.

Address LYON BEG. CO., 43 South Fifth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

S. M. JONES & CO.

Exclusive Agents for McCall’s Bazaar of Fashions, one of the finest and most up-to-date Fashion Houses in the country. We carry the latest in women’s and children’s fashion. Prices range from 25c to $3.00.

Special Rates.

All orders for United Confederate Veterans the more you order the more you save. The lower the rate of one cent per mile, the better the bargain.

Free Delivery.

All orders for United Confederate Veterans the more you order the more you save. The lower the rate of one cent per mile, the better the bargain.

Beat the Rush.

No shirkers after 5 p.m. or 6 p.m. If you need something, phone us up and we will have it ready for you.

AT THE POPULAR SHOE STORE

The Genuine, Old Fashion, Before the War

NEW ORLEANS

MOLASSES

A. Wm. Lindsay & Son’s

Valley Racket Store.

“We want it cheap enough, wrap the goods up, here is your money.”

These are the remarks we hear every day in our Cash Valley Racket Store. We have just received a nice line of Opal Glass Wares, everything new, never before on the market.

Arbuckle’s Coffee, 12 1/2 cts. lb.

Granulated Sugar 6 cts. lb., 17 lbs. for $1.

The Peachy, 10c cans, 5c cans for 25c.

Nice Bright Dried Apples to 4 lbs.

Jelly in Mason’s Pint Jars, only 10c.

Mens’ Shoes, $1.25 kind going at $1. per pair.

For business.

F. M. NAIL